I object to the requirements of restriction outdoor watering to 2 days as in X.2(e)(1) and X.2(e)(2) so is so vague no water company will adapt that.

This will result in decreased property values and property owners will have to stop/reduce water creating dead and dying landscaping. Drought shouldn't trigger this type of knee jerk reaction. Changing develop codes to require reduced or zero scape is the long term solution. The other reality is that whenever water is saved (conserved) the rates the go up to cover the same operating costs. Working Californian’s dollar is stretched thin enough. Don’t double hit us with worse home values and increase water cost because we saved a few gallons killing plants.

(e) To promote water conservation, each distributor of a public water supply, as defined in Water Code section 350, that is not an urban water supplier shall, within thirty (30) days, take one or more of the following actions:

(1) Limit outdoor irrigation by the persons it serves to no more than two days per week; or

(2) Implement another mandatory conservation measure or measures intended to achieve a comparable reduction in water consumption by the persons it serves relative to the amount consumed in 2013.

Sincerely,

Michael Wetzel, REHS

Environmental Health Specialist

PO Box 1951

Blue Jay, CA 92317